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The ancient art of body painting takes on new life in this collection of attractive tattoos. Included are

4 large henna-colored designs depicting clusters of flowers and leafy tendrils.
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This is a small book to begin with (approx. 4"x6"), and the two pages that contain the "tattoos" are

even smaller yet; they are the height of the book and 3" wide. Know what you are getting to avoid

disappointment.I put one one on top of my foot and messed up the edge because I didn't get my

hands completely dry before applying. However, it wasn't that noticeable, and the transfer looked

great. It lasted for over a week until I was crawling across the carpet and rubbed some of it off. Easy

removal: any kind of tape.

The detail is out of this world. Anna Pomaska is a genius intuned with such creativity that I cannot

put into words. I would recommend anyone looking to see how beautiful the world of henna

cultural/Eastern influence- to order any of Anna's Henna products available. I ordered the butterfly

one as well and I can't wait to rate it 5 stars. If I could give more stars, I would. Thank you. If I ever

decided to get a real tattoo, I believe I would use her pattern for the artist to use. I am just stunned



at the detail and the beauty she provides. Thank you so much!

Look exact. Would buy again

only last one day its a waste of money!

I bought a bunch of these for a fund raising event based on the reviews. We actually sold these well!

People were excited.They are really pretty designs but as far as a tattoo goes, they rub off VERY

easily. My daughter and I were so disappointed. The tattoo looks awesome as soon as it is on. The

first time, I just rubbed my finger lightly (after waiting a reasonable time and letting it dry) and it

started easily coming off. The second time, I put in on my wrist area below the palm so it was not

subjected to elements as much. I avoided "touching" it at all. After a day, again same thing, a small

rub and the the thing just disintegrated.So overall, the quality of the tattoo as a stay on is really bad.

That is the reason I am giving it one star. I wish I got my money back. I spent over $50 on these

things. I should have tried them on first but I relied on the reviews (some of which said, they stay for

2 weeks!)

The picture on the website gives an impression of quite decent sized tattoos. So, I was shocked

when this little thing arrived, with tattoos that are just one inch long. Real henna designs are usually

3-4 inches long, at least. I was planning these for adults on a Diwali party. But these are for little

kids on little hands. No, not worth the $1.35 . Total rip-off.

I bought these for my friends wedding now I have to admit I have had temporary tattoos before and

by the end of the night they have already rubbed off or came off in the water. When I wore these

tattoos I was so worried that they would be gone by the end of the night. They stayed on and didn't

rub off. Even in water they stayed on.

I am extremely disappointed in this product. These "tattooes" are nothing more than the press on

kind for kids. There is nothing about that in the product description, and I said to read the reviews.
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